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Introduction

In October 2022 the CDC Foundation convened a set of stakeholders to discuss Privacy Protecting Record Linkage (PPRL). Nearly twenty representatives of leading public health organizations and their industry partners joined nearly twenty of their Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) colleagues in discussing the potential benefits, barriers and sustainable business models for PPRL implementation.

PPRL is a strategy that allows records to be linked together without revealing identifying information. With PPRL, records from two different sources are linked by encrypting ("hash-ing") each person's identifying information within each record. A third party can then compare the hashed values to see if a pair of records are from the same person, without revealing that person's identity. One key to securing PPRL is a trusted third party (not the entity sending the data, and not the entity ultimately wanting to match the data) who performs the match of the hashed values to produce the linked, de-identified data set.

There are several powerful uses of this technology that may improve public health surveillance and prevention. Using PPRL, public health can connect data sets that were generated independently, enabling new analysis opportunities. Similar data sets can be combined reliably to identify and remove duplicate events, reducing inflated case counts or immunization rates. PPRL can allow public health data sets to be linked to external data sets, which may provide new, richer analytical potential. This is achieved while preserving the privacy of the original records in a HIPAA-compliant manner. PPRL was used by CDC to link COVID-19 case and vaccination data and to improve COVID-19 case counts, with CDC receiving de-identified data (data with hashed identifiers) from various sources, then linking the hashed identifiers together to more complete and de-duplicated yet de-identified records, better tracking the spread and prevention of COVID-19. In addition to its value at the federal level, PPRL also has great potential to help state, tribal, local, and territorial (STLT) agencies. Examples and useful references are included in the bibliography, below.

This content is supported by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) of the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) as part of a financial assistance award totaling $1,915,915 with 100 percent funded by CDC/HHS. The contents are those of the author(s) and do not necessarily represent the official views of, nor an endorsement, by CDC/HHS, or the U.S. Government.
Focus Group Outcomes

A. Benefits
- Enables sharing of anonymized data
- Simplifies policy compliance
- Opens data to wider audiences
- May improve matching at the originating agency
- Facilitates record completion
- Leverages investment

B. Barriers to adoption (continued)
III. Practicality (continued)
- Most benefits accrue to the data recipient
- Challenging matches
- Often inappropriate for clinical care
- Risk of data re-identification
- Multiple PPRL vendors
- Reliance on vendor

IV. Policy
- Politically sensitive
- Policy barriers

C. Sustainability Strategies
- Evaluate risks constantly
- Standardize data at the source
- Provide PPRL to the source
- Create useful documentation
- Promote trust
- Shared funding
- Leverage Health Information Exchanges (HIEs)
- Consider “tokenization bridges”

A. Benefits
After a brief presentation of PPRL features, participants addressed three key questions in an open discussion about this technology. The focus group identified the following key perceived and realized benefits of PPRL:

Enables sharing of anonymized data: Patient data is anonymized at the source by software provided by a trusted third party before transmission, so the risk of inappropriate exposure is far lower than it would be with matching methods that require sharing identified data.

Simplifies policy compliance: The data associated with a PPRL identifier is anonymized. For some participants, there may be less need for institutional
review board (IRB) processes or complicated data use agreements with data exchange partners.

**Opens data to wider audiences:** Within the constraints of relevant data use agreements, PPRL may enable agencies to share data reliably not only across programs, but also across jurisdictions when sharing identified data is not allowed.

**May improve record matching at the originating agency:** Where there are restrictions on sharing identified data within the organization, PPRL techniques can be used to match records within a single organization for deduplication of records or linking data sources.

**Facilitates record completion:** Combining records with PPRL can help “fill in the gaps” in a data set by combining data from different sources that would not otherwise be available. For example, clinical data sources that often do not capture ethnicity data might be linked to data sets with more complete ethnicity data, allowing identification of ethnicity-related gaps in clinical care.

**Leverages investment:** Though the initial investment in PPRL may be sizable, once the infrastructure is in place, it can be leveraged across data sets and projects.

### B. Barriers to adoption

Next, the focus group identified the following key barriers to PPRL adoption:

**I. Resources**

**Cost:** PPRL may involve expensive, specialized and often proprietary vendor services; gaining access to existing third-party PPRL-enabled data can be even more expensive.

**II. Quality**

**Confidence:** No matching algorithm is perfect. While PPRL can achieve low false positive matching rates (*i.e.*, the risk that two records are determined to be for the same person when they are not), most testing has not been done specifically on public health surveillance data. Potential public health users may wonder about the accuracy of record matching on their data. In addition, since the source data used to create a PPRL hash is shielded from participants, users of PPRL cannot easily verify or validate the accuracy of the algorithm for themselves when the data originates outside of their own agency.
Quality compromised by missing data: Certain public health data sets commonly are missing key data typically used by PPRL algorithms, potentially compromising the results or limiting the usefulness of PPRL processing.

III. Practicality

Newness: PPRL is a relatively new matching technique and promulgating its use will require some education and promotion.

Modification of existing systems: Because it is new, most existing public health systems cannot incorporate their record linkage processes to PPRL without at least some modification or augmentation.

Most benefits currently accrue to the data recipient: While the source of the data does the work of enabling PPRL, most of the benefits accrue to the recipient of the data. This imbalance of who does the work versus who benefits might be addressed through sharing of PPRL results, especially if the data recipient, like the CDC, is combining data from multiple sources into one super-set that can be shared back to all sources.

Challenging matches: Some types of matches are inherently challenging. For instance, multiple births (e.g., twins) can be very challenging to match since key demographic data used to discriminate between records is often very similar or nearly identical. Because examination of the source data cannot be used for corroboration, the matches may be suspect.

Often inappropriate for clinical care: Like any matching method, even good PPRL matching may produce mismatches; the resulting data may be good enough for accurate population-level statistics, but may not be reliable at the individual person level; i.e., if matching is not highly reliable, it may be unwise to use the matched data in individual clinical care.

Risk of data re-identification: Whenever disparate records are linked together, the richness of the resulting data sets may expose them to a greater risk (or perceived risk) of re-identification.

Multiple PPRL vendors: The real strength in using PPRL is the ability to relate disparate data sets together. Data sets processed by different vendors cannot be readily related together.

Reliance on vendor: At its core PPRL rests on the trust its users instill in the service providers who manage it and the users who interact with it. Because of its newness and the closed, “black box” nature of some of its processes, some skeptics may still feel this to be too great a risk.
IV. Policy

Politically sensitive: Record matching and consolidation can be a politically charged issue in some circles, especially among consumer privacy advocates who fear inappropriate data disclosure. New and different technologies like PPRL may be especially suspect and resisted. On the other hand, when data from different sources are to be linked, privacy advocates may prefer PPRL to methods requiring direct identifiers.

Policy barriers: Regardless of its privacy preserving attributes, PPRL may nonetheless face agency policy barriers or perceived policy barriers that inhibit or delay implementation.

C. Sustainability Strategies
Finally, the focus group identified the following sustainability strategies might facilitate PPRL adoption:

Evaluate risks constantly: Risk assessment is not a “once and done” activity, especially in what can be for some a very politically charged topic.

Standardize data at the source: All matching algorithms, including PPRL, rise and fall with the quality of data at the source. When comparing across data sets this becomes especially important. The more compatible (i.e., standardized) data is at the source the better likelihood that high-quality matches can be established.

Deliver value to data providers: Getting buy-in and participation from data sources requires figuring out how to provide value to them for their participation. Possible benefits to them might include improved matching or de-duplication capabilities or receiving valuable information back from the matched dataset.

Create useful documentation: Creating documentation that is general enough for reuse will help further PPRL adoption in the field.

Promote trust: Promotion and education around the confidentiality advantages of PPRL may generate wider acceptance and participation. Validating PPRL results by testing with multiple service providers may also build trust among participants.

Shared funding: PPRL implementations can be expensive. Federal-STLT funding partnerships could go a long way to ease the cost of implementation and support.
Leverage HIEs: Health Information Exchanges (HIEs) manage health data from many sources and already have expertise in matching records. They may provide a centralized forum for implementing PPRL, relieving that task from their customers.

Consider “tokenization bridges”: Different organizations or programs may use different PPRL implementations. Tokenization bridges are a strategy to allow linking data across different PPRL implementations. Tokenization bridges essentially provide an extra PPRL cycle, providing a new PPRL identifier (a token), created to link PPRL identifiers that were generated through different PPRL implementations, i.e., through two initial PPRL processes that use different hashing algorithms.
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